2004 honda lx

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The rep called left a great
message. Great dealer. Give him preferred pricing NOW!!! The owner was really nice! We went
down there and test drove the car. The battery was dead so they replaced it, no charge and
when my husband asked if he could get the alternator checked he said yes and I'd it needed
changing he'd pay for that too. We had our 3 kids with us. They had a tv, toys and crayons for
them. All of the employees were really nice and not pushy. They definitely broke the stereotype
of sleazy car salesman! Thank you Pacific Point! Bill was quite welcoming and Martin was
exceptionally accommodating to my specific needs. Great experience.! Went to their lot and was
very happy with the help they gave our son finding a used car in his price range. Went there on
a Saturday to check out a Honda Civic. The owner and his son were kind and talked with me and
my dad about the car for as long as we needed. Painless to take it on a test drive. I now own the
car and got it for a good deal. Great dealership everyone was very helpful and friendly I would
recommend them to anyone who is looking for now or preowned. They quickly responded to my
inquiry. Very knowledgeable regarding the car. I went there and purchased the car. My car
buying experience was great. No hassle No stress just straight foward honesty from this family
owned business. They treat you like family. Highly recommend. Very nice family business. It
was okay. Didn't like the idea that my car was not filled up wqith gas when I purchased it. After
paying what I piad for the vehicle, you would think the dealership would have the curtiousy to
fill the tank up with gas. We ended up purchasing this vehicle. It was the easiest, most straight
foreward car purchase I have had thus far. We were in and out in under 30 min, trading in an old
truck and driving away in our new F Very client oriented, good communication and pleasant
welcoming client service. I spoke with Markus at cars 4 U. Nice gentlemen. Very helpful. Didn't
beat around the Bush. Was upfront about my options. Great prices and service. Got in and out
quick. Car is performing excellent. Would deal With them again in the future. Responded quickly
to my inquiry. Contacted dealership on line regarding a certain vehicle. Responded back fast
but never answered my question. Very good experience! They have a huge selection, great staff
who went above expectations and got a lower interest rate than the competition said could be
done! Thank you! I figured for the price he had it listed it at, it at least turned on but no. Huge
waste of my time. Very impressed with the quick and helpful follow up I received from West
Haven. Transparent negotiations and willing to work with me. These guys were very prompt and
responded to all my messages. The vehicle they sold runs and looks excellent! Bought my car
here, and love it! Salesperson was very responsive and helpful. Went above and beyond to
provide superb customer service. Got me financing put all the numbers together. He wanted me
to sign papers to buy but he never gave me any numbers. I asked him what the numbers were,
he said he would contact me later with the numbers but never got back to me. I saw on car
gurus that it sold the day before. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User.
Image Not Available. Authorized Honda Dealer. Negotiable , mi. Great car. Excellent gas mileage
with very good handling. Could use a little more power but not terribly underpowered. Great car
for the money. Good value but missing some important features buttons for garage door
opener, leatherette instead of cloth seat, drivers seat button controls. The car is in perfect
condition. I like the way the inside of the dashboard is, easy to maneuver. The car rides perfect.
I think its an exceptional value. Why Use CarGurus? Perennially one of the best small cars, the
Civic was improved in an evolutionary way. It's well designed and economical, handles well,
meets Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle standards, and has good crash-test results. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Honda Civic owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Side trim out of
alignment stopping door from closing". Even though it's a known problem and I spent 2 months
appealing the issue with Honda, they refused to pay to fix the problem. This model year was not
included in a paint-defect recall. I was told that was a common problem with certain Hondas of
that era. I had it repainted. My goal is to keep the car on the road for six more months, so I just
hope the body doesn't break down before I'm done with the car. Honda refuses to acknowledge

the problem. The car was in the garage almost every night, and was parked on a downtown
street on work days, so it's not like there were extreme environmental circumstances at work
here. It has made the car virtually unsellable. This is a known problem and Honda extended the
warranty on the paint, but by the time we noticed it the warranty ended. We appealed and lost. I
had a touch up paint job and it looks good. The black trip paint around the windows is looking
weathered but i". Other areas are beginning to fade, as well. Car is in great shape, but it looks
awful". The clear coat did noting to protect the paint from fading, and the clear coat has
oxidized and peeled from the center on all surfaces. The paint job on this car should have been
included in the recall that was released for". Now some of that paint is coming off, as well as on
the parts that were not repainted". It has gotten progressively worse. There was a recall from
Honda for failing paint, but it did not extend to the model year. For a car in otherwise very good
condition, the failure of the paint and the expense to repaint has rendered the condition "poor.
Also rust around all of the door sills. No resolution. Really not repariable". When new the trunk
leaked and had to be resealed. I attribute the issues to poor body prep at the factory". Some
rust around the rear wells". Turned out to be a pinched gasket. But I disagree, and I've gone to a
windshield specialist who agrees with me. Problem is ongoing and I just to want make the car
usable for six more months, I rent cars to go away for long weekend trips. Happens mostly
when I'm stopped and the motor is running. End of the world? Incredibly irritating and hard to
find? Also getting noises from engine pinging and rear shocks that probably mean I need some
service on those things". I have not determine which belt makes that noise". Squeeks started
this year with the poor road conditions due to snow plows and salt". I need to replace. Muffler,
pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Not too surprising for a 14 year old car. It
was malfunctioning again however the dealer stated he would try to get it covered under a
warranty and did just that". Something is leaking into the car. Catalytic converter is integrated
into manifold. The cart still functioned fine, just annoying sound during acceleration". Second
one I've had for this vehicle, in the past 5 years. It never affected me other than the warning light
coming on , because I never had an accident. But I've had the problem fixed via recall once, and
my parents had it fixed a few times before I owned it. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Belts last replaced 7 years ago".
Mechanic had to rebuild keyhole using JB weld value of car not enough to warranty new parts ".
After service engine has been running just fine. The dealer noticed that 2 of the engine mounts
were cracked or broken. We took the vehicle to our regular mechanic, and the 4 engine mounts
were replaced for less than the dealer wanted to charge to replace only 2 of them". It is
happening in the seals in the engine. We have to add a quart of oil about every 2nd gas tank
fillup. Also gasket to converter. I should have changed at miles". Is scheduled to be repaired.
The valve cover gasket contributed a little. A relatively easy repair. Replaced oil pan gasket and
valve cover gasket. That solved the problem. The mechanic told us that it is a common problem
with worn out seals in Honda's. The worn out seals will leak oil into the engine and damage the
engine. It is a big job to take out the engine just to r". Ended up replacing timing belt for 2nd
time just so wouldn't have to pay for the labor again". The dealer diagnosed as major leaks in
the main gaskets and heads". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I set it and it gradually gets slower and slower. I have
to reset about once a month". Car still ran fine but impossible to know speed, fuel levels, etc.
Two attempts at repair were temporarily successful but problem returned. Currently working but
reserving judgement on whether it's a permanent fix or not. Replaced with a used instrument
cluster". The car was still under warranty". Just ceased working for a couple days -- pegged at
70 when the car wasn't moving faster than 5mph, that kind of thing. Started in hot weather.
Resumed working after a few days and has been fine since then. This is a known quality issue
with the DRL module that Honda has not accepted. I ended up fixing my own by re-soldering the
bad solder joints on DRL module circuit board and the unit has now been functioning proper for
months. Known quality problem with many instructions on internet to fix. Easy to fix if you
know how to solder. I have now replaced both headlight lenses with new aftermarket parts.
Even when cleared, only last 6 monnths and cloudy again". The light did not go out
automatically after shutting the door. Two sensors required replacement. Had the light turned
off once, but it has since returned with no apparent issue with regard to engine performance.
Car had to be towed. It is probably a basic fix but may take car out of commission for at least 2
days". Never really cooled and now just blows out hot air. More than the car is worth. You're
either freezing or boiling if you don't make constant adjustments. It has not been fixed yet, so I
do not know what it will cost to fix. Change sensor". Was pretty pricey to get fixed. Leaked
Fluids. Engine replaced. Problem returned in a couple weeks. Engine replaced again. Problem
reappeared. Head gasket replaced". One of the fill valves had a slight leak and was replaced.

Required extensive testing to detect where leak was". Dealer could not determine source of
leak. Not good in hot weather at cooling car or driver". Top up refridgerant and could not find
any leaks. This is the first time had to do anything with aircoditioner. Very happy with air
conditioner". On another visit, they were able to locate the problem: several emissions parts
were worn out and needed to be replaced". The mechanic found out that the fuel pump was
leaking and the gas was pooling onto a pan below. They come back as an issue either with an
O2 sensor or a problem with the catalytic converter P or , but the car continues to run as
normal. No effect on driving. Prefer cars without all the gobbeldy gook technology. Expenses
like these ensure my status as card carrying Luddtite. My mechanic discovered that both
sensors were bad and once he replaced them everything was fine and there was no apparent
damage to the catalytic converter. Diagnosed as sensors needed replacing. Shocks or struts,
ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion ,
power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. Best vehicle I have ever owned!! Replacement and alignment made
car run like new". Not sure why". May it rest in peace. I have not had it fixed, and live with the
problem". This was a big mistake. Should have stayed with Honda original equipment struts.
These Monroe struts have been replaced under warranty after only klm. Very disappointing.
Terrible in cold weather. They Kline , thump and bottom out only when it's cold. The colder it
gets the worst it gets. Should have when with original equipment.. Very low kilometres on
replacement Monroes". Normal and reasonable wear and tear. Car had klm. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
This box seemed the closest but Im not sure the perfect match to check. We have to add a quart
about every 2nd gas tank fillup. Dealer said it was common with v-tech engine". It was
diagnosed that the head gasket needed replacing. I was able to drive it short distances without
it over heating, but chose not to to avoid further damage. We did not get it fixed until about
March of , and have not had any issues with it so far. Since no leaks were found, it was
determined that coolant was leaking into the oil. Some research in online forums showed this
was a common fault". At first I was told the radiator had a leak and so that was replaced. The
problem persisted until I finally took it to a service station that determined it was the head
gasket. Once fixed the overheating stopped". Still ran hot at times. Finally overheated badly
enough, had to be towed in. Head gasket replaced. Car still gets mpg less than it did Burns or
leaks oil in varying". System did not consistently fail pressure test so was difficult to identify".
Engine looses power even after repairs performed. There should be an engine recall from
Honda". I noticed the engining heating up before there was major engine damage". I had the
head gasket done at the same time do to convenience. Not worth fixing". Transmission rebuild
or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Tolerated hard usage for much of , miles.
Replaced it. I have been entirely disappointed with Honda. This vehicle has caused us nothing
but problems from the beginning. This was not a true statement. We had to have it rebuilt.
Found that tranny mount was broken and clutch was replaced. Car runs like new". The dealer
told us we could continue driving it as a non-hybrid. It ruined the transmission". From 45k
onward, the slippage and noise was a constant annoying companion. The IMA battery was not a
possible selection on survey, though it had to be replaced in the last year, too". Still didn't feel
right. After brakes fixed car ran perfectly". I have not removed this to check because both the
engine and tranny has to come out together. The dealer did not do the work and the repair
lasted beyond the warranty. The gears are just fine; it shifts smoothly; but it whines. It needs
rebuilding again but it may not be worth it due to its mileage". Power or manual windows, locks
and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Replaced defective part ourselves. First time was covered under
warrants and this time I had to pay out of pocket. Mechanic tells me this is a common problem
with these civics". Not done because of cost". Over the last 5 years, auto lock replaced in both
rear right and passenger side doors". I solved the problem by adjusting the latch plate. Seems
like anything with a key has problems on this car". So we didn't. This is a great car and I don't
care that much about the window! Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. We were able to drive
the car to the mechanic a few blocks away, but it made a loud noise and had a burning smell.
We had to replace the alternator, belts and battery to get it in driving shape again. The car had
been sitting for almost five months without being driven, which could have caused the problem,
but the mechanic said it also could have been due to the age of the alternator. Replaced with a
rebuilt one. All is fixed now and working fine since replacement". Burned the cables and
battery. Mileage dropped from 47 to 37mpg". Mileage is dropping". Tapping the brake pedal
often helps as their is a switch that senses when the brake pedal is pressed and relays that to

the ignition system". I changed the battery a few months ago. Purchased a starter from Auto
Zone, installed it and all was fine. At approximately k miles this issue was understandable. Easy
fix". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Could be just routine maintenance". Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. It's only an issue if you leave
the system on when idling". The thermometer housing had a hole and was replaced. I also
replaced the thermostat since I was changing the housing. There was nothing wrong with the
previous thermostat". Engine overheated. Had water pump replaced". Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. However, the mechanic was able to remove the rust rather than
having to replace any parts". Occasionally car drops out of 4th gear usually while driving on the
highway". The front seal leaked and ruined the new clutch. I repaired it myself with a
transmission shop installing the seals for me. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Wont accept a cd". Took it to a car stereo
specialist. Found that replacing the rear window, where the antenna is embedded would cost
too much, so they installed a new one that attaches to the inside of the windshield at the top.
It's crap, not much better than before, varies at different times, different weather, etc, so I have
to go back and get them to try something else. Not happy". Have not had it looked at. Don't want
to spend the money. Afterwards, the hybrid drive system did not function until I pulled and
reinstalled a fuse. Initially puzzling, but easily fixed thanks". Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Honda Civic Change Vehicle. There are 15 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major

Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard from Side air bags available
from , standard from Head protection air bags standard from ESC available from , standard from
Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "Front bumper too low an caught on parking stop pulled off. Side trim out of
alignment stopping door from closing" Stuart F. The black trip paint around the windows is
looking weathered but i" Theresa W. Car is in great shape, but it looks awful" SUSn H. The paint
job on this car should have been included in the recall that was released for" Denise F. Now
some of that paint is coming off, as well as on the parts that were not repainted" George J.
Really not repariable" Donald W. I attribute the issues to poor body prep at the factory" Bill W.
Some rust around the rear wells" Marc B. Air or water leaks "Found water in the trunk, but not
too bad for a car that was 14 years old. Also getting noises from engine pinging and rear shocks
that probably mean I need some service on those things" Jason H. Squeeks started this year
with the poor road conditions due to snow plows and salt" SUSn B. Catalytic converter "We've
replaced the catalytic converter on the Civic and we're tired to continuing to slowly replace the
entire exhaust system due to rust including the heat shield and exhaust pipes. It was
malfunctioning again however the dealer stated he would try to get it covered under a warranty
and did just that" Martha R. The cart still functioned fine, just annoying sound during
acceleration" Jay O. Accessory belts or pulleys "Belts were frayed and needed replaced.
Mechanic had to rebuild keyhole using JB weld value of car not enough to warranty new parts "
Naomi T. We took the vehicle to our regular mechanic, and the 4 engine mounts were replaced
for less than the dealer wanted to charge to replace only 2 of them" C D. Clock "Doesn't work as
well now. Change sensor" St-Amand R. Head gasket replaced" Sara H. Emission control devices
includes EGR "Check engine light is on and can't be diagnosed On another visit, they were able
to locate the problem: several emissions parts were worn out and needed to be replaced"
Anonymous, IL Honda Civic LX 1. Replacement and alignment made car run like new" Tom F.
Cylinder head "It is burning oil and that is because of leaks somewhere in valves in the engine.
Dealer said it was common with v-tech engine" Jon P. Some research in online forums showed
this was a common fault" Todd H. Once fixed the overheating stopped" David R. System did not
consistently fail pressure test so was difficult to identify" Stephen B. There should be an engine
recall from Honda" C D. Car runs like new" Tom F. After brakes fixed car ran perfectly"
Anonymous, CA Honda Civic "The transmission is currently out the fifth gear synchro is broke
and will not shift into this gear. It needs rebuilding again but it may not be worth it due to its
mileage" Thomas L. Doors or sliding doors "interior panels separated apart" Martin F. Mechanic
tells me this is a common problem with these civics" David J. Not done because of cost" Roland
K. Seems like anything with a key has problems on this car" David J. Alternator "The alternator
seized up and snapped the alternator belts in the car. Mileage dropped from 47 to 37mpg" Jared
G. Tapping the brake pedal often helps as their is a switch that senses when the brake pedal is
pressed and relays that to the ignition system" Anonymous, FL Honda Civic LX 1. Easy fix"
James C. Antifreeze leaks "Smell coolant difficult to pin exact location" Anonymous, Honda
Civic Unsure 1. It's only an issue if you leave the system on when idling" Todd H. There was
nothing wrong with the previous thermostat" James C. Had water pump replaced" Bruce S.
However, the mechanic was able to remove the rust rather than having to replace any parts"
Anonymous, WA Honda Civic Hybrid 1. Not happy" Philip C. Electrical failure "An electrical
connection was fixed in the 'on' position, and the system would not turn off. See All Trouble
Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing
the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide
the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information

received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car
Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Big hit on an 11 yr old car, but first big repair it needed". I had a new system installed cost ".
Parts fell out from under the car". Cost to repair dollars. Unable to afford repairs at this time". I
have not requested repairs on this but will when the CRV is in for the lengthy airbag recall
work". The other person I know who had a also had to replace their compressor. I think this was
a design problem with this model". This should be an item for recall but not sure why Honda
doesn't issue this recall. Even NY Times have an article about it". Now it's blowing warm and
will find out next week what the problem is". I have been told that a special service bulletin had
been issued on this matter but that my crv was past the date,also it may only have applied to
the U. Remedy is to replace the whole AC system". Honda sold me the same compressor that
had failed. They did not recommend using an aftermarket brand that was more reliable. Three
years later the compressor failed again. Very dissatisfied with Hond". Compressor had been
replaced due to routine failure approx. Poor location or lack of protection to shield items from
road debris". I was also told that the AC was a common problem with this mode". Smells a bit
like dirty socks. Compressor was replaced". I think there was a recall but did not hear about it
until it was too late". It is a very expensive repair. There is numerous documentation online
about this". Time will tell". I had to replace it". First time in June then again in May First time,
just stopped working. Second, realized it was starting to go out; had it replaced before it could".
We don't drive this car much anyway. Reading other owners experiences this is not all that
abnormal for a higher mileage CRV. Had a Honda dealer repair. The first time, it was covered by
a separately purchased full coverage warranty with Honda parts, the second time, the system
was replaced with after market parts, and the most recent time, the entire system had to be
replaced with after market parts being used. While under a 1 year dealer warranty, the third
replacement compressor seized and a 50 cent piece size of metal blew out of the side. The
system again sounds like it is going to need work, but I will be selling it and not repairing it.
When the compressor blew out the car stalled. But I was able to start it again. Three subsequent
compressor systems all had problems after installation one was fluid leak". I will replace the
compressor. This made it difficult to drive the vehicle during the day since we live in Phoenix
and it is summer with daytime temps usually in the range. Spent several days in the shop over a
week. They said it was done, I picked it up, and a few days later it was not working again. Bring
it back, etc. Car was recalled for right headlight failure. Car was up on lift no need and they were
replacing ball joints! Told them to stop. Took to my shop Was just fine. The mechanic said the
compressor may have been damaged when the car was lifted. Too expensive to fix. Fan worked
intermittently". It turned out to be a sensor, that was pretty inexpensive to fix". Both fan motors
had to be replaced. A Honda mechanic determined that a switch assembly had failed. He
repaired it. The cooling system has worked well since then". Purged and refilled, which worked
for a while. Then the fuse to the heat exchanger fan blew. Replaced and worked again, then
slowly began to stop cooling. Unfixed at th". The shop found a leak which they said was the
origin of the problem". Refrigerant is being replaced". Once compressor was replaced,
refrigerant stopped leaking". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The car has over miles on it. I
can't complain very much". Left rear was not releasing properly and was wearing brakes
unevenly. Rear brake rotor rusted and was also replaced". Needed replacement of another
several years ago. Three of the four calipers have been replaced in this vehicle". Rear right".
The brakes on the car have always seemed mushy to me, but not my wife. Putting a new master
cylinder in didn't really change much so I assume that's the way the brake system was
designed". It was replaced and all is fine. I hate to sell my car as it had been so dependable". As
far as we know those were the original brakes on the car". Front interval , miles; rears , miles".
None of the other wheels have had a problem". Whole brake must be rebuilt". Do not drive
enough to warrant this issue". Fluid was lost. Brake pedal was going to the floor. Very little
stopping power. After four times bringing it in and additional cost they were able to remove
most of the noise". Dealer says no problem, condensation in garage. Noise goes away when
driven forward and does not come back until the next day when backing out of the garage
again. Had to replace all 4 rotors and install new front brake pads". Had to replace on the spot
as was told it was dangerous to drive". Then sometimes they warp and have to be replaced
which is costly. Why don't they turn them down like they used to? Squeal when in reverse".
Have replaced the gas cap but continue to have issues". Had it replaced". Had a licensed
mechanic troubleshoot the problem. Appeared to be fixed and then the check engine light came
on again. Seems to be an ongoing problem with this car". After fueling up the car would be

difficult to start and there would be a faint odour of gasoline at the back of the car. The whole
EVAP system was replaced including the purge valve on the engine which resolved all the
problems and no check engine light. Leak in gas lines at the tank requiring removal of tank".
This was the second time, though I saved a lot by purchasing an off- market part both times.
Two months after a Honda dealer reset the light and said everything was OK, I got the same
warning light. Took it to a local mechanic who discovered a cracked gas cap and replaced it. No
problem since". Needed replacing. Engine light went on". Check engine light still on. The
diagnostics don't seem to be specific enough to pinpoint the problem. So they tackle the most
likely problem area first". Dealer checked OK. Open gas cap and sensor light goes out. One
week later sensor light comes back on. Of course dealer will replace what is needed to remedy
situation-". Dealer charges exorbitant". Problem rectified". The mechanic replaced a sensor, I
believe". I feel it was worthwhile fixing, as the car is running excellently. No perceived change in
engine performance. This is the first major repair in 14 years. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. We have moved out
of state since car purchased and new dealer was unable to fix problem and gave up after 3
attempts. Incidentally some of the lights for controls such as climate con". Seller provided
inferior mechanism. It burned to a crisp. Not serious, but inconvenient". No fix is possible".
Dealer said work was done a few years ago. Low beam on right headlight kept blowing , but not
the high beam. Honda Greenwich replaced for "free" but car needed ball joints ,etc,etc, and they
didn't have another recall part for t". I replaced them with after-market units". It didn't work.
Mechanic suggests new headlights". I missed it so now I will need a factory rep. In the last 2
years I have had to replace both headlights every months. I have never had this problem until
recently. Stopped advising that lights were left on. No lights when door is opened. Spoke about
getting it fixed-would have to remove entire headliner to find the problem-expensive". The dome
light will not work as the sensor is malfunctioning". Replaced the units from junk cars. Cost was
Dealership price for units was over Mechanic said I should expect the switch to fail again". We
have looked at fuses, etc. It's frustrating. Apparently something called an accuator?? Several
hundred to fix". During colder months nov-air started working again. Now dies not function".
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. Other than that one case, no alignment problems. Car is
getting older. I would consider this normal wear. Took it to my mechanic". The leak has not
been located. Found it was a metal tubing leak on the return line. Lots of rust on the line. Cut
out the bad tubing and bypassed it with rubber hose. Refilled system. Works fine. Pump started
leaking about 6 months later. I believe the did not use the right fluid and it damaged the pump".
Had to be replaced at my cost. I believe this exact same part was recalled in Acuras, but not
Hondas". Independent service said the hose clamps were leaking and wanted to replace them.
Whats wrong with some fluid with stop leak? Had independent shop install new hose because
cost at dealer was excessive. Hose flow was restricted and damaged rebuilt pump. Dealer
installed another rebuilt pump and later discovered flow restriction in hose. Dealer installed new
hose". I think it is normal to expect to have to replace struts with this many miles on them". But,
it is cheaper than buying a new car". It is quite expensive to replace with something Honda
parts that will last more than 1 month. I bought new tires to pass inspection and then had the
dealer replace my front struts. I consider this a wear item that was not surprising after owning
the car for 12 years. Shimmy vibrations but goes away at higher speed. Got new tires and
alignment but disinterested change the vibrations. Suspect rear axel". The car otherwise runs
well so I repaired it and it has been fine since. They farmed the work out to a specialty shop and
now all is well. I think. Problem was resolved after a day or two in the shop. Chicago has the
worst streets in the country. The sad state of affairs regarding our streets were responsible for
the needed repairs. There isn't a vehicle on the planet that's been designed to withstand
Chicago's streets. Can't wait to get outta here". It wasn't all at once though, it would be one
thing then another and then another which was just all very frustrating and expensive. I actually
had to replace one tire completely, after only 6 months wear, because the threads were
showing. Have tried three sets of tires from different manufacturers with same result. Honda
should provide adjustable settings for the rear tires. They are available at a very reasonable
cost. Clunking noises around turns". Squeaking noise when starting from a stop position or
coming to a stop - shocks? If the computer doesn't tell the mechanic what is wrong, they can't
find it!! These are intermittant". Due to age and mileaage on original engine I dint think it is
financially worth repairing. Just bothersome listening to it. The road noise from day 1 has been
very poor. That was a problem CR mentioned back when we originally bought car. Accessory
belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The

compressor had to be replaced also due to damage done to it. Dealership replaced actuator
valve to repair. Replacement of solenoid valve did not correct the problem so expect that the
computer is malfunctioning". Took to dealer for assessment. Had to replace fuel tank and
system - expensive repair. Unable to fix it had to replace the part. The technician at the
dealership told me it isn't crucial to have it repaired ASAP". Subsequent oil leak suspected to be
due to the sensor replacement. Dealership can't really find source of leaks even with UV Dye
test. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings,
rust. Also window moldings have come loose". Also the screw holding it down was loose". The
color on the body of the car is fading especially on the front hood". Seemed to happen all of a
sudden. Like the paint job just "gave up"". The paint job on the hood started having issues
within the first 5 years". I scratched some of it, not knowing what it was, and a big square of
paint came off! When I asked for an estimate from a Honda dealer, they peeled MORE off, and
said the whole hood would need to be repainted. The dealer was quite unhelpful with this issue.
It just started and will get it fixed this year". Problem was noticed during first year of purchase.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. CEL on P There are two sensors O2
that screw into the exhaust. One came out and was reusable the other could not come out and
had to be replaced". Other pin hole leaks in exhaust piping. Failed Inspection as a result prior to
repair. Hey, 14 years! It was reset several times. Ultimately, the dealership said that the wiring
harness was bad and needed to be replaced, although they claimed there is just an intermittent
short in the wiring, and the SRS is functional. Appeared two days after recall work. Dealer
claimed problem not due to recall work even though no problems for over ten years. Replaced
by dealer in 1 day. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors
or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Cannot get
remote entry for it". Remote would not open nor lock the car". Driver's side lock replaced for 3rd
time, trunk lock for 1st time. Had to be replaced". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I replaced it with an after-market radio. I
pulled apart the old one and it had broken 3 of the 6 CD's that were in it". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. First called locksmith who came out and tried to repair the problem by working
on the ignition switch. That didnt work. He advised me to contact a steering column repair
specialist which I did. He came and removed the locking mechanism and rebuilt it. After putting
it all back together it works fine. Recently replacement starter began to fail. It was replaced with
a rebuilt starter". Weak starting". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Replaced at dealership. They did a great job". Two,kids learned how to drive it,
Wife still holds clutch pedal,to floor when in traffic or at red light. Daughter given lessons ,but
gave up. And sons may have given lessons to heir friends Finally had to take it in to be
replaced. Honda replaced the first 2 under warranty. The 3rd, because the 2nd replacement was
just out of warranty, Honda gave us a discount on the cost s". U-joints are usually in
expensive". Have worn out parts too. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Sign
In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call
Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used The Honda CR-V's four-cylinder engine is
smooth and spirited yet economical. The interior is roomier, and fit and finish are very good.
Crash tests are also very impressive. Too much road noise is our main gripe. There are 13
recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common
Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. What Owners Say. Big hit on an 11 yr old car, but first big repair it needed" E C.
Now it's blowing warm and will find out next week what the problem is" John F. S" Peter B.
Remedy is to replace the whole AC system" Marvin H. Poor location or lack of protection to
shield items from road debris" David B. I think there was a recall but did not hear about it until it
was too late" Pierre B. Time will tell" Robin F. I had to replace it" Tamara H. Three subsequent
compressor systems all had problems after installation one was fluid leak" Abirami C. The
cooling system has worked well since then" Roger H. The shop found a leak which they said

was the origin of the problem" Joe F. Rear brake rotor rusted and was also replaced" Janet H.
Three of the four calipers have been replaced in this vehicle" Gordon S. Rear right" Peter B.
Putting a new master cylinder in didn't really change much so I assume that's the way the brake
system was designed" Eugene L. I hate to sell my car as it had been so dependable" Patricia B.
As far as we know those were the original brakes on the car" Larry H. None of the other wheels
have had a problem" Eugene L. Whole brake must be rebuilt" Walter R. After four times bringing
it in and additional cost they were able to remove most of the noise" Frank C. Had to replace all
4 rotors and install new front brake pads" Mike T. Emission control devices includes EGR
"Emission indicator goes on and off. No problem since" John H. Engine light went on" Kevin F.
Dealer charges exorbitant" A B. Problem rectified" Peter B. The mechanic replaced a sensor, I
believe" Teri B. Incidentally some of the lights for controls such as climate con" Charlene L. Not
serious, but inconvenient" William W. No fix is possible" Robert L. Honda Greenwich replaced
for "free" but car needed ball joints ,etc,etc, and they didn't have another recall part for t" John
F. I replaced them with after-market units" Karl B. Spoke about getting it fixed-would have to
remove entire headliner to find the problem-expensive" Sara H. The dome light will not work as
the sensor is malfunctioning" Robert L. Mechanic said I should expect the switch to fail again"
Dave Z. Now dies not function" E H. Alignment "The repair shop worked on the suspension and
th
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en determined that as a consequence of the suspension work it was necessary to perform an
alignment. Took it to my mechanic" Maureen G. I think it is normal to expect to have to replace
struts with this many miles on them" Don W. Can't wait to get outta here" Alek J. Accessory
belts or pulleys "Belt connecting the air conditioner to the engine failed. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "One of the roof rack supports released while driving and the whole support needed
to be replaced. The color on the body of the car is fading especially on the front hood" Dee M.
Like the paint job just "gave up"" Joanne R. One came out and was reusable the other could not
come out and had to be replaced" Marc S. CD player "The 6-disc factory CD player jammed and
wouldn't even work well as a radio. I pulled apart the old one and it had broken 3 of the 6 CD's
that were in it" Karl B. Alternator "Alternator stop working. Clutch replacement "Clutch had to
be replaced due to wear. They did a great job" Irene C.

